OPEN LETTER
To,
Professor Carl Henrik Heddin,
Chairman, the Nobel Foundation
P.O. Box 5232, SE- 10245,
Stockholm, Sweden,
Street address: Sturegatan 14, Stockholm.
Subject: - Our questions regarding the research of Gravitational waves.
Sir,
Recently the Nobel committee announced Nobel Prize of Physics 2017 to
three American Physicists for their research of Gravitational waves. On the
observation and results of their experiments, I have some questions, which are as
follows1. It is said that the mass equal to three times of sun converted into gravitational
energy during the collision of two black holes. But how and why? We know that
conversion of mass into energy creates only gamma rays at first. Are there seen
gamma rays with above said gravitational waves? What is the mechanism of
origin of this gravitational energy?
2. What is gravitational energy? Is the problem of quantum gravity solved? Means
what is the quanta of this energy? If its quanta is graviton then both the
gravitational energy and gravitation field proves same. Is there anybody to tell
the form and structure of graviton?
3. Is there any object in this universe like a black hole considered as today, it is
totally suspicious. It is considered that time also stops itself on the black hole,
then time is the name of which matter? And what is the meaning of its stoppage?
4. If we say that waves created in space-time due to collision of black holes, is called
“gravitational waves”. Then the question is that what is the meaning of
curvature, fluctuation and vibration etc. in space-time? Are there space and time,
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5.
6.

7.

8.
9.

the name of any particular matter? If yes then what is the form and structure of
that matter? If these are not matter then how curvature or fluctuation may be
possible in nothing? In diagrams space-time is presented like a net/web but is
anybody knows about the matter of which their web is made of? Can anybody tell
about the form or structure of sheet of space-time? Anybody who considers
fluctuations to the earth due to collision of sheets in space-time assuming spacetime like a sheet, can explain the form/structure of space time sheet?
What is the cause of linking space with time? What is the equality and relation
between each other?
If we consider the space as a form of vacuum energy, which is full of virtual
particles then I want to know that what will be the existence of the matter which
is considered virtual. If these are real particles then what is their form and
structure? If space is the ocean of these particles then how it differs from electromagnetic wave? Or it is a form of a field having various types of quanta? Can the
modern physicists declare so? And what is time?
Is there any mass in space-time? If not then why these matters (space-time)
interact with massive matters? When a matter with electric charge interacts only
with the matter having electric charge then why does totally massless matter
interact with massive matter? If there is mass then their speed should be less
than velocity of light and graviton should be proved massive. On the other hand
your theories consider graviton massless.
We also want to know that why the gravitational force the weakest force is.
May there not be any other cause of so called deviation in the diameter of the
earth? This deviation seems insignificant due to its microness. If there is any
deviation then there may be so many other causes according to our Vaidic
Science.

After the answers of these questions we will send you another questions
related to this issue. Sir, Nobel Prize is very reputed prize across the world.
Announcement for this prize should be made very carefully and seriously. In the
past 2006 and 2011, Nobel Prize was awarded for the theory of expansion of the
universe. After sometime in 2016 scientist accepted the defects of this theory, and
stated that“Instead of finding evidence to support the accelerated expansion of the
universe, Sarkar and his team say it looks like the universe is expanding at a
constant rate. If that’s truly the case, it means we don’t need dark energy to explain
it……. Now, to be clear, this is just one study, and it’s a big, extremely
controversial claim that a Nobel Prize-winning discovery is fundamentally wrong.
(No, The Universe is not Expanding at an Accelerated Rate, Say Physicists, This
could change everything, BEC CREW 24 Oct. 2016)
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Announcement of Nobel Prize for such defective discoveries is degradation of
the importance of the prize. I want to clarify that your experiment may be
practically correct but theoretically it has various defects and incompleteness. We
can help you in the removal of these defects by our Vaidic Physics.
It appears that after this discovery scientist shall waste their precious time
and wealth in finding proofs for Big Bang theory. We strongly like to say that Big
Bang theory is a historical blunder of the modern physics. On this matter we would
like to discuss authentically with anyone, who wants. In addition to this we believe
and want to say regarding to these two discoveries; Big Bang theory and the
Gravitational waves, we shall be able to solve the problems of modern physics with
the help of our Vaidic physics. We strongly hope that sending these questions to the
winner of the Nobel Prize of physics 2017, you will support our curiosity and world
of science impartially.
With regards
Date 13/10/2017

Acha rya Agnivrat Naishthik
Chairman, Shree Vaidic Swasti Pantha Trust,
(Vaidic & Modern Physics Research Institute)
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